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Achieve more with Our World, Second Edition, a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English. Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use
English, including surprising photography, meaningful stories and readings, immersive video, and incredible National Geographic Explorers. Learn more about the world through crosscurricular topics that challenge learners and deepen their understanding of the world in English. Help learners achieve more through collaborative projects, extensive critical thinking and visual
literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing. Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners to use
English to show the world what they can do -- and achieve more. * Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content * Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading and Writing
lessons * Vocabulary presented through real-world examples * Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context * Original Songs present new language and
concepts * Value and Mission lessons challenge learners to think and grow * Collaborative Projects encourage learners to show what they know * New Extended Reading lessons for reading
fluency support
With World English, learners experience the world through content and ideas from National Geographic and TED, providing the motivation to talk about what's most important to them.
Cambridge Global English is a nine-stage language-rich course for learners of English as a Second Language, following the Cambridge International Examinations curriculum framework.
Teacher's Resource 3 provides step-by-step guidance notes for teachers for each lesson in every unit to support teaching the content of Learner's Book 3. Notes on Activity Book 3 are also
included. A unit overview provides a snapshot of lesson objectives and the language and skills covered. The notes include answer keys to activities in the Learner's Book and Activity Book,
complete audio scripts, suggestions for differentiation and assessment, cross-curricular links, portfolio opportunities and additional unit-linked photocopiable activities and unit-based wordlists.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Cambridge Global English (1-6) is a six-level Primary course following the Cambridge Primary English as a Second Language Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge English
Language Assessment. Activity Book 1 provides additional practice activities to consolidate language skills and content material introduced in Learner's Book 1. Nine units correspond with the
topics, texts and language input of Learner's Book 1 with each lesson of the Learner's Book supported by two pages in the Activity Book. Learning is reinforced through activities clearly framed
within the 'I can' objectives of the course, opportunities for personalisation and creative work and a higher level of challenge to support differentiation. Each unit in the Activity Book ends with a
quiz, offering more in depth assessment for learners. CEFR Level: towards A1.
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in which all printed reading material is burned.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Brighten up your classroom with English Plus Second Edition! With 80% new content, more video, new grammar animations, puzzles, and games, it's never been so easy to capture your students' attention.
You'll find the same clear structure and high level of support for mixed-ability classes.With English Plus, every student can practise at the right level for them, and achieve success. You'll find graded
Workbook activities, photocopiable worksheets and tests, plus fast finisher exercises to stretch stronger learners. The extra Options lessons allow you to match the course to yourstudents' interests.The
English Plus DVD brings real world language into the classroom. Four different varieties of video will motivate your students and provide them with models for expressing their own opinions and ideas.The
English Plus Teacher's Resources offer a wealth of support so that you can
Routledge English Language Introductions cover core areas of language study and are one-stop resources for students. Assuming no prior knowledge, books in the series offer an accessible overview of the
subject, with activities, study questions, sample analyses, commentaries, and key readings – all in the same volume. The innovative and flexible ‘two-dimensional’ structure is built around four sections –
introduction, development, exploration, and extension – which offer self-contained stages for study. Each topic can also be read across these sections, enabling the reader to build gradually on the knowledge
gained. Global Englishes, Third Edition, previously published as World Englishes, has been comprehensively revised and updated and provides an introduction to the subject that is both accessible and
comprehensive. Key features of this best-selling textbook include: coverage of the major historical, linguistic, and sociopolitical developments in the English language from the start of the seventeenth century
to the present day exploration of the current debates in global Englishes, relating to its uses as mother tongue in the US, UK, Antipodes, and post-colonial language in Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and
lingua franca across the rest of the globe, with a new and particularly strong emphasis on China a range of texts, data and examples draw from emails, tweets and newspapers such as The New York Times,
China Daily and The Straits Times readings from key scholars including Alastair Pennycook, Henry G. Widdowson and Lesley Milroy activities that engage the reader by inviting them to draw on their own
experience and consider their orientation to the particular topic in hand. Global Englishes, Third Edition provides a dynamic and engaging introduction to this fascinating topic and is essential reading for all
students studying global Englishes, English as a lingua franca, and the spread of English in the world today.
An international, six-stage Primary English as a Second Language (ESL) course ensuring full coverage of the Cambridge International (CAIE) curriculum and mapped to CEFR across all stages.

World English, Middle East EditionReal People, Real Places, Real Languages, Student Book + Cd-romWorld English 3: WorkbookNational Geographic
World English is an exciting new four-skills general English series which uses National Geographic content, images and video to teach the language that learners need to succeed in their daily
lives. The series is built upon clear and practical learning goals which are presented and practiced through appropriate themes and topics. A competency-based series, World English uses
real people, real places and real language to connect learners of English to the world.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing,
speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language considers the history, present status and future of the English language, focusing on its role as the leading international language.
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English has been deemed the most 'successful' language ever, with 1500 million speakers internationally, presenting a difficult task to those who wish to investigate it in its entirety. However,
Crystal explores the subject in a measured but engaging way, always backing up observations with facts and figures. Written in a detailed and fascinating manner, this is a book written by an
expert both for specialists in the subject and for general readers interested in the English language.
Cambridge Global English (1-6) is a six-level Primary course following the Cambridge Primary English as a Second Language Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge English
Language Assessment. Learner's Book 3 provides the core input for Stage 3 with nine thematic units of study ending with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly
illustrated units contain six lessons, each developed around a unifying theme. The materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Language tip' and
'Language detective' features highlight and focus on vocabulary development and language awareness. Lessons include a variety of texts: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a
range of topics. Accompanying Audio CDs (2) includes listening material for Stage 3 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: A1.
World English is an exciting new four-skills program which uses National Geographic content, images, and video to teach the language that learners need to succeed in their daily lives. The
series is built upon clear and practical learning goals which are presented and practiced through appropriate themes and topics. World English uses real people, real places, and real language
to connect English language learners to the world. Each level in the World English series is accompanied by World English Writing Portfolio which is specially written to develop learners
writing skills from basic word and sentence formation to writing connected paragraphs in a variety of writing contexts.
The new edition of four-level World English series brings the most amazing stories about our planet and compelling ideas from around the world to the integrated-skills classroom.
Wider World is the portal to a fascinating world of English language knowledge and skills for the 21st century learner. The combination of authentic and engaging videos from the BBC with
Pearson’s ELT expertise gives teenage learners everything they need to achieve their goals in the wider world.
Featuring content from National Geographic and TED, the new edition of the four-level, integrated skills World English series brings amazing stories about our planet and compelling ideas
from around the world to the classroom. Riveting images, fascinating topics, and inspiring video will motivate learners to engage with ideas and each other. The second edition of World
English introduces students to some of the world's most fascinating people and places and builds upon an effective competency-based approach to provide 21st century learners with the
English skills needed for success.
Explore Our World is a light and lively primary series in American English. It focuses on listening, speaking, and pronunciation activities, supported by fun and fascinating National Geographic
content, images, and video, to ensure young learners of English have the essential language, skills, and knowledge they need to understand their world.- An emphasis on listening and
speaking activities allows teachers to focus on the key skills young learners need to learn English.- The Sounds of English provide pronunciation practice in every unit.- The Professional
Development Program helps teachers get the most out of Explore Our World.
World English is an exciting new four-skills program which uses lively and compelling content, images, and video to teach the language that learners need to succeed in their classrooms and daily lives. The
series is built upon clear and practical learning goals which are presented and practiced through motivating themes and topics. World English uses real people, real places, and real language to connect
English language learners to the world.
Ancient tradition suggests that this world-weary lament is the work of Solomon in old age. Casting its eye over the transient nature of life, the book questions the striving for wisdom and the truth, choosing
instead to espouse the value of living for the moment. The text is introduced by Doris Lessing.
Step Forward Second Edition provides the essential language, skills and rigorous content adult English language learners need to move confidently towards their work and academic goals. Newly revised to
align with the College and Career Readiness Standards and the English Language ProficiencyStandards, Step Forward ensures that learners are well prepared to use their English in the real world.Step
Forward features a full suite of easy-to-use resources, including tests, lesson plans, multilevel activities and the Oxford English Vocabulary Trainer app, ensuring that every teacher can teach the content with
confidence and every student can achieve their goals.
Learner's Book 1 provides the core input for Stage 1 with nine thematic units of study ending with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly illustrated units contain six lessons, each
developed around a unifying theme. The materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Writing tip', 'Language detective' and 'Words to remember' features highlight and
focus on vocabulary development and language awareness. Lessons include a variety of texts: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CDs include listening
material for Stage 1 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: towards A1.
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